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VACCINE SKIRMISHES:  
ON PRODUCTION OF COVID-19 VACCINE 

IPR waiver will not bring immediate benefits; the effort must be to share the stockpile 
 

 The Biden administration’s announcement that it would support a waiver on intellectual property 
rights (IPR) for the production of COVID-19 vaccines appeared to catch the world off-guard, on both sides 
of the argument. The original proposal for the relaxation of TRIPS for such vaccines in the context of the 
ongoing pandemic was drafted at the WTO by India and South Africa last year. Months before it was 
tabled, during the 2020 U.S. presidential election, erstwhile candidate Joe Biden vowed that should he 
win, he would “absolutely positively” commit to sharing vaccine technology with countries that needed it, 
perhaps anticipating the deep chasm of inequality in vaccine access. Now that his administration has 
proclaimed its intent to fulfil that promise, it must come as a bitter realisation that what sounds like a 
well-intentioned, pro-developing-countries policy stance has been rebuffed by major EU nations and met 
with counter-suggestions that might make even the most liberal U.S. Democrats uncomfortable. The first 
pushback salvo came from Germany which said that it would create “severe complications” for the 
production of vaccines, echoing the view of major pharma corporations. While French President 
Emmanuel Macron had appeared relatively less hostile to considering the proposal earlier, he lashed out 
at the “Anglo-Saxons” for impeding vaccine availability globally by blocking the export of ingredients. 
 
 There are merits to the argument that an IPR waiver, even if it were to become a reality, may not 
entirely resolve the vaccine deficit issue in countries suffering the worst of the pandemic now. First, the 
grant of a waiver would have to be accompanied by a “tech transfer” that provides generic 
pharmaceutical manufacturers with the requisite trained personnel, raw materials and hi-tech equipment 
and production know-how. Second, there must be a scientifically convincing answer to the question of 
how any vaccine then produced by these generic manufacturers — in all likelihood, years from now — 
would pass the tests of safety, immunogenicity and protective efficacy. Third, the impact on global supply 
chains for vaccine production should be examined so major disruptions might be avoided. Finally, 
alternative options to urgently address vaccine shortfalls should be considered, including developed 
nations sharing a significantly greater part of their vaccine stockpiles, particularly in cases where the latter 
exceed projected domestic need. Indeed, there is speculation that the intention behind Mr. Biden’s 
waiver proclamation might be in favour of the last outcome, essentially a tactic to persuade 
pharmaceutical companies to accept less painful measures including sharing some of their technology 
willingly, agreeing to joint ventures to increase global production expeditiously, and simply produce more 
doses at affordable prices to donate directly to where the need is most severe, especially India. 
 
 vaccine (noun) – a biological preparation that 

improves immunity to a particular disease. 
 skirmish (noun) – fight, conflict, clash, 

confrontation. 
 intellectual property (noun) – a category of 

property that includes intangible (non-physical) 
creations of the human intellect. The most 
well-known types are copyrights, patents, 
trademarks and trade secrets. 

 waiver (noun) – deferral, rejection, 
renunciation (with no stipulations/restrictions). 

 stockpile (noun) – stock, collection, 
accumulation. 

 catch someone off-guard (phrase) – surprise, 
baffle, mystify, perplex. 

 Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) (noun) – 
the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects 
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) is the 
most comprehensive multilateral agreement 
on intellectual property (IP). It plays a central 
role in facilitating trade in knowledge and 
creativity, in resolving trade disputes over IP, 
and in assuring WTO members the latitude to 
achieve their domestic policy objectives. It 
frames the IP system in terms of innovation, 
technology transfer and public welfare. The 
Agreement is a legal recognition of the 
significance of links between IP and trade and 
the need for a balanced IP system. 
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 relaxation (noun) – the process of making a 
restriction/rule less strict. 

 context (noun) – circumstances, conditions, 
situation. 

 ongoing (adjective) – current, existing, 
continuing, relentless. 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a 
new disease; The illness spreads around the 
world and typically affects a large number of 
people across a wide area. 

 World Trade Organization (WTO) (noun) – an 
intergovernmental organization that is 
concerned with the regulation of international 
trade between nations. 

 table (verb) – submit, put forward, present, 
propose, introduce. 

 erstwhile (adjective) – old, previous, former, 
then. 

 vow (verb) – swear, pledge, promise, affirm. 
 perhaps (adverb) – maybe, possibly. 
 anticipate (verb) – expect, foresee, predict. 
 chasm (noun) – a clear difference between two 

people/groups’ thoughts, feelings, opinions, 
etc.; divergence, disunion, gulf, void, gap. 

 inequality (noun) – Inequality is simply defined 
as “the state of not being equal, especially in 
status, rights and opportunities; imbalance, 
unevenness, disproportion, disparity. 

 proclaim (verb) – announce, declare, 
pronounce (officially); publicize, make public, 
make known. 

 bitter (adjective) – awful, painful, distressing, 
disturbing. 

 sound (verb) – look like, seem, appear. 
 well-intentioned (adjective) – well-meaning; 

good-natured, caring. 
 pro- (prefix) – supporting. 
 stance (noun) – position, approach, standpoint. 
 rebuff (verb) – reject, refuse, decline. 
 meet with (phrasal verb) – experience a 

particular situation/reaction; deal with, handle. 
 liberal (adjective) – broad-minded, open-

minded, forbearing; progressive, forward-
looking, forward-thinking. 

 pushback (noun) – resistance, opposition, 
disagreement, force back, repulse drive. 

 salvo (noun) – attack, aggressive act, assault. 
 complication (noun) – difficulty, problem, 

issue; obstacle, impediment. 
 echo (verb) – repeat, say again, restate, 

reiterate. 

 relatively (adverb) – comparatively, 
proportionately, somewhat, to a certain 
extent/degree. 

 hostile (adjective) – opposed, inimical, 
antagonistic, ill-disposed; confrontational, 
belligerent, combative. 

 lash out (phrasal verb) – criticize, castigate, 
condemn/censure. 

 Anglo-Saxon (noun) – White, English-speaking 
person, (referring to the USA and the UK); It 
also refers to settlers from the German regions 
(tribes of Angeln and Saxony) settled in England 
in the 5th& 6th century after the fall of the 
Roman Empire. 

 impede (verb) – hinder, obstruct, slow down. 
 ingredient (noun) – element, part, component. 
 merit (noun) – good point, strong point. 
 deficit (noun) – shortfall, deficiency, shortage, 

lack. 
 accompany (verb) – go with, occur with; 

supplement, augment, enhance. 
 generic (adjective) – unbranded, 

untrademarked, non-proprietary. 
 generic-drugs (noun) – unbranded drugs; 

copies of brand-name drugs that contain the 
same chemical substance as a drug that was 
originally protected by chemical patents. 

 pharmaceutical (adjective) – relating to aspects 
like preparation, dispensing, and effective 
utilization of medicinal drugs. 

 requisite (adjective) – necessary, required, 
essential, vital, needed. 

 personnel (noun) – force, staff, employees, 
workforce. 

 know-how (noun) – knowledge, expertise, skill.  
 in all likelihood (phrase) – in all probability, 

most likely, possibly, perhaps. 
 immunogenicity (noun) – the ability of 

cells/tissues to provoke an immune response in 
the body of a human. 

 efficacy (noun) – effectiveness, efficiency, 
power/ability to give estimated results. 

 supply chain (noun) – a network between a 
company and its suppliers to produce and 
distribute a specific product to the final buyer. 

 address (verb) – tackle, deal with, attend to, try 
to sort out. 

 indeed (adverb) – in fact, actually, undeniably. 
 speculation (noun) – prediction, guesswork, 

opinion/thought. 
 proclamation (noun) – order, ruling, 

announcement, declaration, pronouncement, 
statement. 
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 in favour of (phrase) – in support of, to the 
advantage of, approve of. 

 persuade (verb) – convince, influence, 
motivate. 

 measure (noun) – action, step, procedure. 
 willingly (adverb) – voluntarily, readily, without 

hesitation. 

 venture (noun) – a business enterprise, 
undertaking, operation, activity. 

 expeditiously (adverb) – quickly and efficiently. 
 dose (noun) – an amount/quantity of 

something. 
 affordable (adjective) – economical, 

inexpensive, reasonably priced. 
************************************************************************************* 

 

ON THE EDGE: ON INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE ON ISRAEL 
There must be international pressure on Israel to treat Palestinians with dignity 

 
 The ongoing violence in Jerusalem is a culmination of the tensions building up since the start of 
Ramzan in mid-April. When Israeli police set up barricades at the Damascus Gate, a main entrance to the 
occupied Old City, preventing Palestinians from gathering there, it led to clashes. Last week, close to a 
scheduled Israeli Supreme Court hearing on the eviction of Palestinian families in an Arab neighbourhood 
of Jerusalem, tensions escalated. Israeli police entered the Haram al-Sharif compound (Noble Sanctuary), 
which houses the Al-Aqsa mosque, Islam’s third holiest site, to disperse the protesters, injuring hundreds 
of Palestinians. A Jewish settlement agency has issued eviction notices to Palestinian families in Sheikh 
Jarrah, claiming that their houses sit on land purchased by Jewish agencies in the late 19th century (when 
historic Palestine was a part of the Ottoman Empire). Arab families have been living in Sheikh Jarrah for 
generations. The Israeli Supreme Court postponed the hearing on Monday on the advice of the 
government. Despite the volatile situation, the Israeli authorities gave permission to the annual Jerusalem 
Day Flag March, traditionally taken out by Zionist youth through the Muslim Quarter of East Jerusalem to 
mark the city’s capture by the Israelis. More violence broke out ahead of the march on Monday morning. 
 
 Jerusalem has been at the heart of the Israel-Palestine conflict. Israel, which captured the western 
part of the city in the 1948 first Arab-Israel war and the eastern half in the 1967 Six-Day War, claims 
sovereignty over the whole city whereas the Palestinians say East Jerusalem should be the capital of their 
future state. Most countries have not recognised Israel’s claim over the city and are of the view that its 
status should be resolved as part of a final Israel-Palestine settlement. Israel’s tactic till now has been to 
hold on to the status quo through force. A peace process is non-existent and the Palestinians are divided 
and weak. With carte blanche from the Trump administration, Israel expanded its settlements and 
extended repression of the Palestinians in the occupied territories. The move to evict Palestinians from 
East Jerusalem is seen as an attempt to forcibly expand Jewish settlements in the Arab neighbourhoods of 
the Old City. Israel’s actions have triggered condemnations from across the world, but it is unlikely to 
mend its ways. The international community, which largely overlooked Israel’s violent repression of 
Palestinians, should pressure Tel Aviv to at least treat the Palestinians with dignity, if not to ease the yoke 
of the occupation. U.S. President Joe Biden has said that America’s commitment to human rights would be 
at the centre of his foreign policy. In West Asia, he faces a reality check. 
 
 on the edge (of) (phrase) – on the brink of, on 

the verge of a situation; at a crucial or critical 
point. 

 dignity (noun) – self-esteem, self-respect, 
morale. 

 ongoing (adjective) – continuous, constant, 
unceasing, relentless. 

 Jerusalem (proper noun) – a city in Western 
Asia; Jerusalem is home to major religious sites 
sacred to Jews, Christians, and Muslims. It is 
the religious and historical epicenter of the 
world. Both Israel and the Palestinian Authority 

claim Jerusalem as their capital, however, 
either claim is not widely recognized 
internationally. The United States has 
recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. 

 culmination (noun) – climax, conclusion. 
 tension (noun) – strained relations, pressure, 

strain. 
 build up (phrasal verb) – intensify, increase, 

escalate. 
 set up (phrasal verb) – erect, put up, construct, 

build, create. 
 barricade (noun) – barrier, blockade, fence.  
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 lead to (verb) – result in, cause, bring on, give 
rise to. 

 scheduled (adjective) – planned, expected, 
required, awaited, anticipated. 

 hearing (noun) – trial, court case, inquiry.  
 eviction (noun) – expulsion, banishment, 

ousting/removal. 
 neighbourhood (noun) – (surrounding) area, 

region, country. 
 sanctuary (noun) – a holy place. 
 disperse (verb) – break up, disband, separate. 
 Ottoman Empire (noun) – The Ottoman Empire 

(1301-1922) was one of the largest and longest, 
lasting Empires in history. It was an empire 
inspired and sustained by Islam, and Islamic 
institutions. It was an Islamic kingdom centered 
in Turkey. 

 volatile (adjective) – unpredictable, turbulent, 
uncertain, inconstant. 

 march (noun) – procession. 
 take (out) (verb) – perform, carry out (an 

action). 
 Zionist (adjective) – a supporter of Zionism. 
 Zionism (noun) – the national movement for 

the return of the Jewish people to their 
homeland and the resumption of Jewish 
sovereignty in the Land of Israel. Zionist is a 
supporter of zionism.  

 mark (verb) – commemorate, remember; 
represent, signify. 

 break out (phrasal verb) – flare up, begin/start 
suddenly, erupt, burst out. 

 at the heart of (phrase) – at the most 
important part of. 

 Six-Day War (noun) – a war fought in June 
1967 between Israel and the Arab states of 
Egypt, Syria and Jordan. The Six-Day war was 
the third in the long line of Arab-Israeli wars 
that started in 1948, around the time of the 
creation of the Israeli state. Beginning on June 
5, 1967, the war spanned only six days during 
which Israel almost decimated (destroyed) 
Egypt’s air force and captured new territory. 
The war ended on June 10, 1967. 

 sovereignty (noun) – authority, supreme 
power, control, domination. 

 whereas (conjunction) – in 
contrast/comparison with the fact that. 

 settlement (noun) – agreement, deal, 
resolution. 

 hold on to (phrasal verb) – keep or retain 
something. 

 status quo (noun) – the present situation, the 
current state, the existing state of affairs. 

 non-existent (adjective) – missing, absent; 
imaginary, unreal. 

 carte blanche (noun) – complete freedom to 
do whatever one wishes to do; a free hand, full 
discretionary power, leeway, latitude, elbow 
room; French phrase, literally means ‘blank 
paper’ except for a signature on which one is 
authorized to write whatever she/he wishes. 

 settlement (noun) – an uninhabited place 
where people established a community/colony. 

 repression (noun) – suppression, oppression, 
quelling, restraining/stifling. 

 trigger (verb) – cause, prompt, bring about. 
 condemnation (noun) – censure, criticism, 

castigation, stricture. 
 unlikely (adjective) – improbable, not likely, 

doubtful, dubious. 
 mend one’s ways (phrase) – change for the 

better, change completely, improve. 
 overlook (verb) – neglect, ignore, disregard, 

turn a blind eye. 
 Tel Aviv (proper noun) – a city on Israel’s 

Mediterranean coast. (Israel designates 
Jerusalem as its capital. Whereas Jerusalem’s 
status as Israel’s capital is not universally 
recognized, the United Nations and the 
European Union, have not designated Tel Aviv 
as Israel’s capital). 

 ease (verb) – moderate, decrease, lessen, 
diminish, reduce, lower. 

 yoke (noun) – tyranny, oppression, domination, 
hegemony; control lever/bar. 

 occupation (noun) – invasion, seizure, 
takeover, annexation. 

 be at the centre of (phrase) – be the main 
subject of something. 

 reality check (noun) – something which helps 
us to see a situation with the real facts than 
ideas, concepts, hopes &, etc. 
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